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THE DEVELOPEMENT OF NEW CHE CK VALVE
FOR SCROLL COM PRES SOR
*'*Seung-Ju Lee, **Dong-Su Lee, **Byeong-Chuf Lee,
Living System Laboratory, LG Electronics Inc.
*Young-Se Joo
Production Plant II, LG Electronics Inc.

ABSTRACT
The conventional check valve used in the scroll compressor has generated the
valve noise on operating condition
with high pressure ratio above a certain value. This valve also has bad function
of prevention against reverse rotation
at shutdown. This paper shows the pressure distributions around both of
the presently used check valve and the
new developed one on standard operating condition through CFD analysis.
This paper also describes the results of
the flow visualization which identifies the reasons causing the unstable motion
of the presently used one on operation
and at shutdown. In the end this paper explains how the· performance of the
newly developed valve is improved
compared to the presently used one.

INTRODUCTION
A scroll compressor widely used in an air-conditioner for households is compose
d of fixed and orbiting scrolls
with involute wrap. By the rotation of an orbiting scroll around a fixed
one, the compressor makes a pair of
compression pockets and the gas coming from the cycle is compressed, Then
this compressed gas is discharged to
the cycle through the discharged port.
The discharged gas in the discharge plenum makes back flow which reversel
y goes to compression pockets at
shutdown. The back flow makes the orbiting scroll as well as crank shaft
rotate reversely. The loud noise and
reliability problem on the compressor may occur due to reverse rotation. Therefo
re a check valve is used in order to
prevent reverse rotation of the scroll components without adding any noise.
Howeve r the presently used check valve
raises severe valve noise on operation condition of high pressure ratio with certain
value. In addition this valve does
not prevent reverse rotation so much. As a result, customers, who use the
air-conditioner installed of the scroll
compressor with presently used check valve, may be dissatisfied with its quality.
The objective of this research is to develop new check valve which reduces the
noise on operation and at shutdown.
To accomplish this goal, we visualize the . motion of the presently used
check valve on operation by flow
visualization equipment and we intend to observe fmd out the cause of the valve
noise. We also analyze the pressure
distribution around the presently used one with CFD commercial software.
In the end we calculate pressure force on new type valve using CFD analysis so that
we may predict the movement
of the newly developed valve theoretically. Then we prove how the newly
developed check valve improves the
problem of valve noise and the reverse rotation through the experiments.

DESCRIPTION OF PROBL EM WITH EXPERIMENT
Figure 1 shows the section view of upper part of scroll compressor with plate(thi
n disk) type check valve placed
on discharge port on the fixed scroll. The check valve goes up to upper part
of the valve housing on operation and
drops down on the discharge port at shutdown. However the scroll compres
sor for air-conditioner with wide
operation range generates the chattering noise by unstable motion of check valve
at 4.5 ratio of discharge pressure to
suction pressure approximately, as shown in figure 2. Because the pressure
ratio can rise according to outdoor
temperature and state of the outdoor unit on operation, the valve noise at
this pressure ratio may be the severe
problem in the case of applying in an air-conditioner. Therefore we have modifie
d our presently used valve in order
to obtain the stable motion without chattering noise under operation range of
the compressor.
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ed plate type check valve. As the results of
We have tried the experiment with many kinds of the modifi
ratio up to 6 withou t valve noise in figure 2. However
experiments, the modifi ed check valve can raise the pressure
ature as well as an air-conditioner on this pressure
the valve noise is likely to rise easily in heat pump for cold temper
prevention agains t reverse rotation. But there are no
ratio 6. In addition the main function of the check valve is
t noise and the preven tion level against the reverse
valves that simultaneously satisfy the pressure ratio withou
rotation in figure 2.
g the valve noise on operation, the motion of the
Accordingly in order to fmd out the fundamental reasons causin
ent. Figure 3 shows the motion of the plate type
plate type check valve is visualized by flow visualization equipm
is attached on the valve surface to observe the motion
check valve on standa rd condition(ARI). The very light 'T' rod
second, it is enough to measure lcycle of scroll
of the check well. As this equipment shoots 520fra mes per
check valve is attache d to the upper surface of valve
compr essor with 3600 rpm motor speed. We can know that the
we know that the presently used check valve moves
housing and drops down one time on operation. Theref ore
harmonically on operation.
attaching to the upper surface of the housing, we
Supposed that the standard point is the position of the valve
point of the check valve, as. converted a series of
calculate the vertical and horizontal displacement of the center
like figure 3. Figure 5 shows that there is no horizontal
frames filmed movem ent of the plate type valve on operation
drops down one time for I period of operation. It is
displacement of the valve but the check valve harmonically
of high pressu re ratio condition. Figure 6 also shows
possible that the check valve easily moves vertically in the case
surface to paralle l with ground, as converted a series of
the inclination angle of the valve surface about the standa rd
like figure 5. We can know that the check valve has the
frames filmed movem ent of the plate type valve on operation
pressu re ratio, The larger is the inclination angle of the
vertical motion obliqu ely about the ground. The higher is a
g or the surface of the discharge port and then valve
valve. Therefore the valve impacts an irmer wall of housin
the movem ent of the plate type valve at shutdown by
chattering is likely to rise. On the one hand, figure 4 shows
at the mome nt of shutdown, as converted a series of
flow visualization equipment. Figure 7 shows the valve motion
t the frames into the inclination angle at shutdown in
frames filmed movem ent of the plate type valve. We also conver
in 0.015sec, as shown in figure 7. However, the valve
figure 8. The valve drops down and closes the discharge port
8. Theref or the refrige rant gas streams reversly between
remains inclination angle to one side over 0.032sec in figure
the reverse rotatio n of scroll and generates a severe
the inclination valve and the discharge port. After all it raises
noise.

CFD ANALYSIS
of the presen tly used valve causing the valve
As mentioned above, we have experimentally observ ed the motion
noise on operation and at shutdown .
T, comme rcial software so that the results of the
Now we analyze the pressure force and the momen t using FLUEN
is we regard inlet boundary condition as suction
above experiment may be supported theoretically. In this analys
ion as discha rge pressure.
pressure and suction temperature and we consider bound ary condit
n betwee n pressu re p that we intend to solve and
Assuming as compressible fluid and isentropic process, the equatio
suction pressure Po is
(I)

We carry out the modeli ng of the check valve, the
where M is a Mach numbe r and y is a specific heat ratio.
n fixed scroll and top cap . The viscous hybrid mesh is
discharge cover and the valve housing and the plenum betwee
the lower surfac e of the plate type check valve on the
used in the analysis. Figure 9 shows the pressure forces on
The pressure pulsati on acts on the valve surface
standard condition and overload condition respectively.
on than standa rd condition, as shown in figure 9.
harmonically but the force variation is lager on overload conditi
high pressu re ratio. Figure 10 shows the moment on
Accordingly it is possible that valve noise easily happen s on
l with ground . This momen t causes the valve
the surface ofthe plate type check valve about z-axis, which is to paralle
that the mome nt variation is also lager on overload
to move obliquely in the valve housing. Figure 10 also shows
noise easily happen s on the condition of high pressure
condition than standa rd condition. This tells that the valve
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ratio. The analysis result shows that the valve has the wobble motion as well as the vertical motion due to the
moments, as like as the experiment. As the thin disk type is sensitive at any unstable flow condition, the valve is
likely to have wobble motion. We developed the new type so that the check valve might not have the wobble motion.
We reduced the gap between the valve and housing to limit the horizontal movement and then increased the valve
inertia not to be sensitive to any flow condition. Then we devised the check valve of piston type with large thickness
and designed the housing of cylinder type. The piston type valve slides up and down along the inner wall of cylinder
type housing to reduce the chattering of the valve on operation. We have also carried out the same analysis to
observe the pressure force about the newly developed valve. Figure II shows the pressure forces on both of upper
and lower surfaces of the newly developed one on standard conditions. Compared with figure 9, the pressure
variation on the lower surface of the newly one is the same.
'
However, as the newly developed check valve has the large thickness compared with diameter, the gas pulsation
on the upper surface is very different as compared with lower surface. The force on lower surface is always larger
than the force on upper surface. Therefore It is likely that the newly developed one does not move vertically so much.
Figure 12 shows the moment on the lower surface about z-axis on standard condition. The moment pulsation is very
small as compared with figure10. Accordingly we expect that the newly developed one does not have wobble motion
and that it can improve the chattering noise.

IMPROVEMENT OF THE NEWLY DEVELOPED CHECK VALVE
Finally we set the newly developed check valve in scroll compressor and operate the compressor changing the
suction pressure for fixed discharge pressure. When the valve noise happens in the compressor, we measure the
pressure and the pressure ratio at the moment. Most of the presently used check valves generate the valve noise at
pressure ratio 4-8 but the compressor with the newly developed one does not generate valve noise up to pressure
ratio 12 in figure 13. This pressure ratio without any valve noise covers all operation range of the air-conditioner.
Accordingly the newly developed check valve can prevent the valve noise over all operation range well. In addition
we can also know that the newly used check valve has the better function about prevention against reverse rotation
than the presently used in figure 13. As the valve inertia is relatively large, the valve can closes the discharge port
fast at shutdown.

CONCLUSION
We have used the experiment of flow visualization and analysis about the flow field around check valve to fmd out
the reason of the valve noise on operation. In the results of experiment and analysis, we knew that the presently used
valve had the wobble motion as well as the vertical one because of the flow pulsation. It is likely that the wobble
motion is severe as the operation condition becomes overload condition. Finally the valve impacts the inner wall of
housing and the chattering noise rises largely. We could know that the small pressure pulsation and the moment
acted on the both surfaces of the newly developed check valve as compared with the presently used one. Therefore
the scroll compressor with the newly developed one does not raise the valve chattering at high pressure ratio range.
That is to say, we could knew that the change of valve shape had an large effect on the improvement of the noise
problem.
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Fig 1. Section view of upper part of scroll compressor
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The pressure ratio of discharge to suction

Fig 2. Pressure ratio on raising valve noise and prevention level
against reverse rotation of the presently used check valves

Fig 3. Visualization of behavior of the plate type check valve on operation {ARI)
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Fig 4. Visualization of the plate type check valve at shutdown
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Fig 5. Vertical and horizontal displacement of the
plate type check valve on operation (ARI)

Fig 6. Inclination motion of the plate type
check valve on operation (ARI)
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Fig 7. Vertical and horizontal motion of the plate
type check valve at shutdown

Fig 8. Inclination motion of the plate type
check valve at shutdown
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Fig 10. Mome nt of the plate type check valve about
z-axis on standa rd and overload operation

Fig 9. Pressure force on the lower surface of the
plate type check valve on standard and overload operation
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Fig 12. Mome nt about z-axis at lower surface of
the piston check valve on ARJ condition

Fig ll. Pressure forces on surface ofthe piston type
check valve on ARl condition
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Fig 13. Pressure ratio on raising valve noise and prevention level reverse
reverse rotation of the newly developed check valves
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